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6.1.2.3 Incomplete authentication 

If the S-CSCF  does not receive a response to an authentication within an acceptable time or it receives a new request 
from the same UE and it decides to challenge for the new request, it considers the previous authentication to have 
failed. If the IMPU in the previous request was not already registered, the S-CSCF shall send a Cx-Put to the HSS to set 
the registration-flag for that IMPU to unregistered (see message CM3 in clause 6.1.2.2). If the IMPU was already 
registered, the S-CSCF does not change the registration-flag. The S-CSCF shall challenge the new request as the 
procedure described in clause 6.1.1. 

 

------ NEXT CHANGE------ 

 

7.3.1.4 Incomplete authentication 

If the UE responds to an authentication challenge from a S-CSCF, but does not receive a reply before the request times 
out, the UE shall start a registration procedure if it still requires any IM services. The first message in this registration 
should be protected with an SA created by a previous successful authentication if one exists. 

If the P-CSCF deletes a registration SA due to its lifetime being exceeded or a later challenge and the associated 
registration SA are taken in place, the P-CSCF should delete any information relating to that registration procedure. 
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